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How to Care for your Reborn
Doll

The easiest way to ensure your baby will
stay exactly this way forever, is to treat
them like a real baby.  This means no
sharp objects or fingernails near the

baby, only hold with clean hands, never
carry the baby by a limb, never leave in a
hot car or in extreme temperatures, don't

touch their eyes or pull on their hair,
always watch with animals, and take care

of their hair and skin.      



How to care for your baby's
hair

If your baby was rooted, never ever brush the hair against the way it
was directionally rooted. Doing so will cause it to break off or fall out,
even though it's been sealed from the inside with E6000 glue. I do
not recommend washing your baby's hair. If you ever do need to
wash it, never wash in cold water because this can cause it to "felt."
 
In order to keep the hair from going dry, you must condition your
baby's hair once per month at minimum.  This can be done using
mohair conditioner (ask me where to purchase) or baby hair
conditioner on a toothbrush.  If needed, a little bit of water can be
added, but not too much! Too much water causes your baby to get
shiny and lose it's realism. Remember to use warm water.



Your baby's eyes and eyelashes are
very delicate, but may gather dust from

time to time.  Because they are so
delicate, they must only be dusted if
absolutely necessary and only with a
very soft, clean, dye-free eyeshadow

brush or similarly soft brush. Avoid
touching if at all possible.

How to care for your baby's
eyelashes



How to care for your
baby's skin

The more you handle and change your baby, the more you
will inadvertently 'buff' the varnish it has been sealed with. 

 This is why these Reborns are not toys or made for
children.  They are collectables.  Handling will cause shine

over time as you slowly buff the varnish into a shine. 
 Handling with clean hands will help, and changing carefully

can prevent this as well. 
 

In addition to limiting handling, never use anything wet to
clean your baby's skin. If the baby gets dusty, use a soft,

clean, dry blush brush to gently wipe away dust.  
 



How to care for your
baby's earrings 

Your baby's earrings are
interchangeable!  They are not glued in
but may be hard to pull out.  Use care
when pulling out with tweezers not to
damage the earrings. You must use

stainless steel, sterling silver or real gold
earrings AND backings.  Never use

silicone backings as silicone does not
react well with vinyl.  Using cheaper style
earrings will cause the vinyl to turn green

and this is irreversible.   



How to Dress Your Baby
As a work of art, reborns should be handled and dressed

as little as possible to avoid the doll becoming shiny,
unless you don't mind applying shine remover as needed. 

 
To avoid colour transfer or staining, never dress your baby

in dark clothing or objects such as dark or new denim,
black clothing, navy blue or other saturated colors. Always

wash colorful clothing, blankets, and toys before putting
them on your baby. Never put clothing on a doll that has
just come out of the dryer, or on a baby who is hot.  The
paint is heat-set, so when baby is warm, it is more apt to

accept colour-transfer. 



How to keep others safe around
your baby 

Your baby likely has a magnet in his or her mouth for their pacifier. 
 They may also have a second one to wear a bow.  Keep magnetic
parts away from individuals with hearing aids, pacemakers, or metal
implants.  The pacifier clip your baby comes with may pose a
choking hazard to young children.  

Because they contain metal, they will likely have to go through
screening at any airport, instead of walking through the walk-
through metal detector with you. The x-ray scanner will NOT harm
your baby.  It is much safer to allow the baby to go through the
scanner than to have screeners pat them down, as they may have
to open them to see what's inside.  If an officer ever wants to see
inside your baby, the best thing to do would be to clip the ziptie
holding the head onto the body using nail clippers.  though
distressing, this can always be replaced easily, whereas a cut
through the cloth body can not. 




